
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Choice of functional configurations: increase in safety awareness
promotes the application of advanced driver assistance configurations.

•• Preference for exterior and interior designs: eco-friendly and grand
designs are setting new trends in aesthetics.

•• Awareness of safe car usage: improper driving behaviours highlight
opportunities to market safety alert and monitoring features.

•• Attention to the car environment: disinfection and sanitisation systems see
upgrades to feature advanced air purification functionalities.

•• Radio content received in the car: car users are tuning into a wider variety
of radio programmes.

•• Attitude towards car usage: desire for exclusivity in car ownership is the
driving force behind increased car sales.

The pandemic has affected the frequency of travel and car usage habits in
many ways. Out of their concern for safety, car owners have chosen to travel
with their cars more often, whereas their annual distance behind the wheels has
also increased compared to last year. Meanwhile, car usage habits and
perspectives have evolved with these changes. Firstly, increased safety
awareness has led to stronger demand for intelligent safety assist
configurations. Secondly, car owners’ preferences on information and
entertainment content received via their in-car stereos have become more
diversified, turning this into a key opportunity for brands to reach out to
different types of car owners.

Thirdly, consumers are paying more attention to the interior of the car, which is
evident from the observation that consumers are no longer satisfied by a car
that only meets basic cleanliness requirements. Regular vehicle sanitising
services, air purification and freshener systems are increasingly sought after by
the consumers. The concept of a ‘clean’ eco-cabin will become an unmissable
opportunity for car manufacturers to stay competitive in the post-pandemic
era.
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“Unlike in the past when large
cabin space, value for money
and powerful engines were
top of mind, safety and
intelligence have become the
key concepts for car makers
in shaping their brand image.”
– Austin Yuan, Research
analyst
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The market has seen participation from high-profile new entrants and cross-
category players, which reshaped the competitive landscape of the
automotive industry in the age of intelligent connectivity. Consumers have also
moved forward in their pursuit of high-tech and futuristic designs, focusing not
only on the appearance but also the wider user experience. It is important for
automotive brands to focus on the question of how to incorporate
technological features in their design while improving the overall car use
experience.
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• Smart and grand designs become the mainstream choice
Figure 11: Design preferences – Exterior and interior, 2021

• Nearly 20% of drivers admit improper driving behaviours,
suggesting opportunities for safety alert and monitoring
systems
Figure 12: Awareness of safe car usage, 2021

• Half of the interviewees sanitise their cars regularly
Figure13: Attention to the car environment, 2021

• 80% of car owners would listen to the radio while in the car,
with increasingly diversified content preferences
Figure 14: Radio content received in the car, 2021

• Owning a car for exclusive use by the individual is a driver
to further expansion of car ownership
Figure 15: Attitudes towards car usage, 2021
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smart driver assistance features

• The facts
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Figure 16: Toyota Safety Sense, 2021
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Figure 17: ‘Clean’ cabin of Jetour X70 Zhuge version, 2021
• Collaboration with entertainment and learning platforms

can help brands target younger age groups
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Figure 18: Battle for the Crown of Fengxing National
Championships (风行王者争霸·全国冠军挑战赛), 2021
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• Carbon emission policies facilitate launch of energy-
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• Smart cabins create an ecosystem to enable more scenarios
of car use

• Marketing cases
• Hongqi go beyond its audience circle by tapping into the

Olympic fad
Figure 19: Hongqi poster and H9 presentation ceremony, 2021

• Yiche join hands with Zhejiang Television in the Super 818
Motor Gala Night
Figure 20: Poster for the Super 818 Motor Gala Night 2021

• GAC AION open its first DTC experience centre for better
customer experience
Figure 21: The fashionable ‘Beibi milk tea’ – AION’s first cross-
category initiative

• ORA launch the first open-to-all creative platform IP
targeting females
Figure 22: ‘Good Products’ from ORA, 2021

• Product innovations
• BMW create a ‘pioneering digital experience’

Figure 23: The BMW app
• AI technologies stop accidents

Figure 24: AI Dashcam
Figure 25: Inattentive driving monitoring system developed by
Omnitracs

• Tesla’s solar roof add 15 miles to the daily range
Figure 26: Tesla Cybertruck

• Average driving distance increase compared to last year
Figure 27: Changes in driving distances, 2021

• Higher average mileages could be a result of young car
owners taking long journeys more often
Figure 28: Changes in driving distances, by age, 2021

• Car owners in lower-tier cities may drive more often out of
convenience
Figure 29: Changes in driving distances, by city tier, 2021

• Pure electric car owners’ behaviour unaffected by range
anxiety
Figure 30: Purchase of premium domestic brands, by car
energy type, 2021

KEY PLAYERS

THE CONSUMER – CHANGE IN DRIVING DISTANCES
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• Increased safety awareness lead to stronger demand for
safety assist configurations
Figure 31: Selection of functional configurations, 2021

• Active safety features more important to car owners who
drive long distances
Figure 32: Selection of functional configuration, by annual
driving distance, 2021

• Smart assist features to become the highlight for female car
buyers
Figure 33: Selection of functional configuration, by gender,
2021

• Smart and grand designs become the mainstream choice
Figure 34: Design preferences – Exterior and interior, 2021

• Sporty and fashionable designs weigh less heavily with
consumers and attract only young buyers
Figure 35: Design preferences – Exterior and interior, by age,
2021

• Leather seats remain standard for premium models, while
new materials stand out in budget cars
Figure 36: Design preferences – Exterior and interior, by car
purchase price, 2021
Figure 37: Seats in a HiPhi model, 2021

• Male car buyers more likely to pay for up-sizing exterior
features
Figure 38: Design preferences – Exterior and interior, by
gender, 2021

• Nearly 20% of drivers admit improper driving behaviours,
which suggests opportunities for safety alert and monitoring
systems
Figure 39: Awareness of safe car usage, 2021

• Female car owners are safer drivers than their male
counterparts
Figure 40: Awareness of safe car usage, by gender - paying
attention and doing well, 2021
Figure 41: Pothole warning system of Mercedes-Benz, 2021

• Owners of high-end cars have better car maintenance
practices
Figure 42: Awareness of safe car usage, by car purchase
price - paying attention and doing well, 2021

SELECTION OF FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATIONS

DESIGN PREFERENCES – EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR

AWARENESS OF SAFE CAR USAGE
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• Half of the interviewees sanitise their cars regularly
Figure 43: Attention to the car environment, 2021
Figure 44: TCM diffuser system of Geely Preface, 2021

• Families with children have higher expectations of cabin
cleanliness and air quality
Figure 45: Attention to the car environment, by marital status,
2021
Figure 46: Ford Refresh95 cabin air filer, 2021

• Car wash and services market in lower-tier cities are no less
lucrative than first- and second-tier cities
Figure 47: Attention to the car environment, by city tier, 2021

• 80% of car owners would listen to the radio while in the car,
with increasingly diversified content preferences
Figure 48: Radio contents received in the car, 2021
Figure 49: Bentley’s adaptive music feature, 2021

• Young drivers have lower expectations of the quality of
radio content received in the car
Figure 50: Radio contents received in car, by age, 2021

• Long-distance drivers in particular favour lifestyle and
relationship programmes
Figure 51: Radio contents received in car, by age, 2021

• Owning a car for exclusive use by the individual is a driver
to further expansion of car ownership
Figure 52: Attitudes towards car usage, 2021

• Exclusive car ownership holds symbolic value for young car
buyers
Figure 53: Attitudes towards car usage, by age, 2021

• Female car owners prefer personalised decorations
Figure 54: Attitudes towards car usage, by gender, 2021
Figure 55: ORA’s ‘Lightening Cat’ and ‘Punk Cat’, 2021

• Accident prevention and safety awareness increase with
mileages spent on the road
Figure 56: Attitudes towards car usage, by annual driving
distances, 2021

• Methodology
• Abbreviations

ATTENTION TO THE CAR ENVIRONMENT

RADIO CONTENT RECEIVED IN CAR

ATTITUDE TOWARDS CAR USAGE

APPENDIX
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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